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Triad Ball a Big Success
Open House weekend found the fraternity hosting many fine parties. Most outstanding was the long awaited Miami Triad Formal given by the Beta Sigma Chi, and Phi Delta in celebration of their founding at Miami University. The party's success was assured by a very desirable band, Reid Keen's, a glamorous setting, the Somerset Hotel's Louis XIV Room, and a late intermission entertainment by Nan Blackstone and her accompanying pianist. During her routine the Belle's songs went from naughty to worse, and the audience response from good to better. Proceeding the dance the triad fragrances held separate banquets. The extensive planning for the affair was very much in the hands of Russell Law, Beta, Jack Lumb, Sigma Chi, and Bill Mockett, Phi Delta. Assisting were the social chairman of the three fraternities, Dick Mathews, Buff Mars, and Ed Walls.

SAE's Came As They Were
The theme was "Come As You Are," and come as they did in everything from pajamas to tuxedos. The house at 446 Beacon was well decorated with a scenic painting on a telephone in the outside and many varied colored lighting effects on the inside. WOOO artist Van Have exhibited some of his senior collection in the banquet room. During the intermission the "SAE" were on the air featuring Coop McCarthy emceeing the "Midnight Bandwagon" and the "SAE" orchestra. Social chairman Lynn ReWold planned the party and signed Stan Harris for the band.

Kappa Sig Plays Roulette
Shuffling the wheels, passing the dice, and balancing in a blush of gin were the Kappa pigs and their guests last Saturday night in the Club Thirty-Two Speedwell. The house broke even on the blackjack table, but lost heavily on roulette and gin. A band and sometimes a hot piano furnished the music and the floor was the chief examiner and decorator.

Fatty Time
Next Saturday night will be the occasion for at least three big parties. The Delphi will be costume for their annual Gay Nineties Party. Plans for entertainment have been kept secret. The Phi Delta will escort their ladies through the very gates of Hell for their annual Hell Dance. Guests will come as someone they expect to pad way down below. The Lambda Chi Alpha will take their gains "Around The World" in their spring bid party.

Two Cars Stolen
From Sr. House Lot
The poorly lit parking lot behind the Senior House was the scene of a nearly successful auto theft last Thursday night as David Cist, Committee’s Chairman, discovered his car missing about 9-10 p.m. Cist discovered his car missing about 9-10 p.m., and immediately informed the Cambridge Police. In the meantime, the car was seen speeding through Waltham by an alert patrolman in a traffic booth. The policeman reported it as a speeder and sent the report back.

Later Sunday night several students discovered a third mark gateway with the 38 Ford, belonging to John Benjamin, 48, and the car was located by the police Friday morning. Cist stated that he had been attempting to get the lot lighted for some time now on behalf of the Dormitory Committee as several other attempts at theft have been reported there.

"CHESTERFIELD and I are old friends. IT'S MY SMOKE." Marquise Chapman

in "CORONER CREEK"
COLUMBUS'S FORCING CINEMAX PRODUCTION

WHY... I smoke Chesterfield (from a series of statements by prominent tobacco farmers)

"Chesterfield is my brand. I've been smoking them for about 10 years. I like them because they're mild and satisfy. I know the kind of tobacco that's in them... it's the best." Chesterfield buys the best grades of tobacco. It's mild. Ripe, sweet-smoking tobacco. They pay the highest price for their tobacco. It's top quality leaf." A. J. Cowell

TOBACCO FARMER, MASS. KY.
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